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Summary

Objectives: In many medical domains investigator-initiated clinical trials are used to introduce new treatments and hence act as implementations of guideline-based therapies. Trial protocols contain detailed instructions to conduct the therapy and additionally specify reactions to exceptional situations (for instance an infection or a toxicity). To increase quality in health care and raise the number of patients treated according to trial protocols, a consultation system is needed that supports the handling of the complex trial therapy processes efficiently. Our objective was to design and evaluate a consultation system that should 1) observe the status of the therapies currently being applied, 2) offer automatic recognition of exceptional situations and appropriate decision support and 3) provide an automatic adaptation of affected therapy processes to handle exceptional situations.

Methods: We applied a hybrid approach that combines process support for the timely and efficient execution of the therapy processes as offered by workflow management systems with a knowledge and rule base and a mechanism for dynamic workflow adaptation to change running therapy processes if induced by changed patient condition.

Results and Conclusions: This approach has been implemented in the AdaptFlow prototype. We performed several evaluation studies on the practicability of the approach and the usefulness of the system. These studies show that the AdaptFlow prototype offers adequate support for the execution of real-world investigator-initiated trial protocols and is able to handle a large number of exceptions.
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1. Introduction

Clinical trials are the accepted method to evaluate new therapies in medicine [1, 2]. They allow the compatibility and the efficiency of new therapies to be examined and offer a way to compare different treatments for the same disease pattern. Investigator-initiated multicenter trial treatment protocols are particularly widespread in hemat Oncology and often encompass several thousand patients. Hence, although they are designed primarily to provide answers to scientific questions they often also act as guidelines for physicians in many hospitals to specify the treatment(s). In Germany about 20-50% (disease-dependent) of all newly diagnosed patients with leukemias or lymphomas will be included in a trial. The protocols usually contain detailed instructions on how to perform diagnosis, therapy, toxicity management, and follow-up (see section 3). In our institution we are responsible for the biometry and coordination of many such trials.

One goal for the use of investigator-initiated treatment protocols is to increase the quality in health care. In order to raise the number of patients treated according to high-quality treatment protocols and taking part in clinical trials, a consultation system is needed that supports the handling of the entire complex trial therapy processes efficiently. To support clinicians in selecting the adequate trials and treatments in oncology we have designed a web-based software tool called OncoWorkstation. It provides assistance in the choice, comparison, and planning of oncological guideline-based trial protocols [3]. However, the execution support is limited to simple calculations of patient-related therapy plans containing the drug applications. Despite the detailed therapy plans, a significant degree of flexibility in treatments arises through exceptional situations (e.g., an infection or a toxicity) which may frequently occur during therapy execution. For instance, we checked anonymous patient data⁴ for a high dosage lymphoma protocol (MEGA-CHOEP [4]) and found that for nearly each patient at least one treatment cycle had to be postponed mostly due to acute toxicity. Furthermore, more than 11% of the patients dropped out of the trial during the treatment and for further 11% of the patients the protocol treatment has been abandoned (see Table 1).

Treatment protocols additionally contain information about the proper reactions to such exceptional situations. However, a specialized physician has to handle many different protocols for different patients at the same time. Therefore, a convenient consultation system should observe the status of the therapies currently being applied, offer automatic recognition of exceptional situations and appropriate decision support for handling such situations. Furthermore, the system should be able to automatically adapt affected therapy processes to adequately handle the flexibility of treatment processes.

For some of these problems, e.g., the handling of data and knowledge or the organization of clinical activities, there are already several systems in use in the medical domain [5-10]. But to meet all these requirements, a hybrid approach is necessary that combines a workflow management system with a knowledge and rule base. The workflow system supports the coordination of activities and the integration of different users, while the consultation system supports the workflow execution and the handling of exceptional situations.

⁴ The data has been kindly provided by the Non-Hodgkin-Lymphoma study secretariat at the Institute for Medical Informatics, Statistics and Epidemiology, University of Leipzig (http://www.lymphome.de/Gruppen/DshnHl).
data and applications [11, 12] to ensure the timely and efficient execution of therapy processes. It is used to model the therapy processes and coordinate their execution by notifying each user (e.g., a physician or a nurse) in time about the next therapy steps he has to execute for a particular patient treated according to a particular protocol. The workflow system also provides the user with the data needed for each therapy step. Furthermore, the workflow system has to offer dynamic adaptation of therapy workflows during execution to handle the flexibility of therapy processes [13, 14], i.e., to change running therapy processes if induced by changed patient condition. Thus the therapy processes may be adapted to a changed situation and always represent the appropriate therapy for a particular patient. The rule base handles the medical knowledge represented in the protocols and is used to detect exceptional situations.

Objectives

The hybrid approach has been implemented in the AdaptFlow prototype that is being developed at the University of Leipzig. The main objectives of the AdaptFlow prototype are:

- observation of the status of the therapies currently being applied,
- a novel ECA (Event/Condition/Action) model [15] to describe the exceptional situations formally,
- automatic recognition of exceptional situations that may require changes of treatment,
- appropriate decision support to determine the suitable therapy changes in consideration of the trial protocol and the appropriate changes of the treatment workflow,
- automatic adaptation of affected therapy processes so that they can be executed further.

Furthermore, AdaptFlow is to offer the user the possibility to modify the therapy manually in case of unexpected exceptions or if the automatically-derived changes are undesired. To cover the complexity of different protocols, three representative trial protocols from different oncological fields have been chosen: high dosage therapy used in aggressive non-Hodgkin lymphoma (MEGA-CHOEP [4]), adult colon cancer therapy (InTact [16]) and pediatric acute myeloid leukemia therapy (AML-BFM [17]). The focus is on protocols from oncology as they offer long running processes suitable for workflow management, a high degree of relevance and complexity, and a significant number of exceptional situations that are described in the therapy protocols.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 describes a medical scenario for a therapy protocol before providing an exception classification and introducing the rule model in section 4. Section 5 gives an overview of the AdaptFlow prototype and section 6 presents the evaluation. A discussion is subject of section 7 before we close with a summary and a sketch of future work (section 8).

2. Related Work

The application scenario for the AdaptFlow prototype is the enhancement of consultation systems with workflow support for the execution of complete therapy processes described in investigator-initiated trial protocols. Thus, AdaptFlow is not part of a clinical information system as described in [8-10]. However, it is suitable to complement clinical information systems, especially to provide support for therapy processes. It is also not a laboratory system or a calculator for therapy plans but uses the functionality offered by these systems to support the execution of the entire therapy process. For instance, data provided by chemotherapy calculation programs may be presented to the user together with the activities in a process instance for a chemotherapy cycle.

AdaptFlow also differs from expert systems for therapy planning and monitoring such as ONCOCIN [18] as it does not use planning techniques to iteratively calculate the therapy plans but uses predefined therapy processes represented as workflows. To handle the inherent flexibility the workflows are dynamically adapted if failure events occur. The necessary modifications are derived from the rules contained in the investigator initiated trial protocols again without the use of planning or refinement techniques from artificial intelligence.

Several vendors and researchers have addressed failure and exception handling in workflow management systems [19-25] or in computerized implementation of clinical guidelines [26-28]. However, only a few commercial workflow systems such as [19-21] provide any support for workflow adaptation. For example, [21] is able to derive on the basis of ECA rules that an additional activity has to be executed. However, the user has to select an appropriate insertion point in the workflow manually. Furthermore, most commercial systems do not offer decision support for the choice of the appropriate type of exception handling.

Some research prototypes offer manual workflow adaptations or automatic adaptation of the activity currently being executed [22-24]. The first approach requires an expert who has to decide which events (e.g. laboratory values) constitute logical failures and which adaptations have to be performed. However, considering the huge amount of data a physician is faced with, this approach can be time-consuming and error-prone as exceptional situations may be detected too late or overlooked completely.

The second approach is also only of limited usefulness as workflow parts not yet executed cannot be adapted. In oncology, this is of particular importance as the patient-specific drugs for a chemotherapy have to be ordered one or two days before the plan-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exception</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>postponement of therapy cycle</td>
<td>99 % of 273 patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>postponement of therapy cycle due to high toxicity degree</td>
<td>19.8 % of 5648 toxicity measurements performed for 273 patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>premature end of therapy</td>
<td>11 % of 273 patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>premature end of protocol conform treatment</td>
<td>11 % of 273 patients</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ned administration. Thus, in order to allow for the timely administration of drugs or to prevent an infusion from having to be discarded, the corresponding workflow adaptations should be performed as soon as possible.

Medical planning systems (e.g., [27, 29, 30] in oncology) offer an adequate representation of medical knowledge, but typically do not support the temporal dimension of failures sufficiently and offer only limited support of operational aspects. For instance, workflow modeling and execution is not supported efficiently. So, existing processes cannot easily be changed if the underlying protocols are changed. Furthermore, the systems do not offer advanced integration of data and users.

3. Scenario

A common way to describe a chemotherapeutical therapy is to display the normal therapy process with its prerequisites (i.e., the conditions under which a patient is eligible for the therapy and fulfills the requirements of the trial) and the circumstances under which an alternative behavior should be employed or under which a trial-compliant treatment is no longer possible. An example is shown in Figure 1. Chemotherapies typically consist of several main therapy processes (called cycles) in different therapy branches (e.g., in Fig. 1 CHOP21 denotes a cycle). The cycles are separated by staging and restaging examinations, documentation steps and additional therapeutic steps such as radio or supportive therapies. Some of the therapy components (e.g., the cycles) can be decomposed into smaller parts such as the administrations of drugs or the examination of diagnostic parameters. These parts are encoded as activities within the workflow definition. Figure 2 shows a fragment of a therapy cycle consisting of five drug administration activities executed in parallel (application details have been omitted for a clearer presentation).

Oncological therapies are complex and their process may differ from patient to patient, even if they have the same disease. However, the necessity of a treatment modification for a particular patient often does not reveal itself until the treatment is already in progress. The changes are triggered through events (exceptions) such as allergies, low blood counts, or unexpected disease progression requiring adaptations such as dosage modifications, drug replacements or individual supportive therapy steps. Normally the treating physician chooses the most appropriate out of several medically and economically feasible and ethically justifiable alternatives. For treatments in clinical trials, the adaptations needed for important and frequently occurring exceptions are described in the therapy protocol.

To illustrate how a therapy workflow is adapted when an exceptional situation arises, consider the following scenario. During the execution of some preliminary activities a neurological toxicity (Event 1 in Fig. 2) and a hematological toxicity (Event 2 in Fig. 2) are detected. Hence, the chemotherapy cannot be applied according to the workflow definition and the workflow has to be adapted in the ranges specified in the
protocol. Since e.g. Vincristin is known to cause neurological toxicities, the activity Administer Vincristin has to be dynamically removed while the execution of the other activities can be continued without change. Furthermore, antibiotic drugs have to be administered after the chemotherapy to compensate for the hematological toxicity and to protect the patient against infections. Thus, a new activity Administer Antibiotics has to be added to the therapy. The right fragment in Figure 2 shows the chemotherapy cycle after the adaptations have been performed.

4. Exceptions and Rules

We have developed a three-step concept for the automatic detection of whether a treatment adaptation is necessary, the determination of the corresponding treatment modification, and the adaptation of the treatment workflow.

To detect a situation that may require a treatment adaptation, it is necessary to establish rules that represent the conditions described in the trial protocols (see section 3). In order to gain a comprehensive overview of possible exceptions, we selected treatment protocols from different areas, as mentioned in section 1, and in analyzing these protocols we found exceptional events that may require treatment adaptations.

Table 2: Treatment modifications and the corresponding control actions describing the workflow adaptations. W denotes a workflow, A and B activities, P a patient, t a time interval, p a parameter and f a function.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment modification</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Workflow adaptation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>start therapy</td>
<td>supportive therapy, triggered by new infection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stop therapy</td>
<td>stop until patient status has normalized, triggered e.g., by a heart attack</td>
<td>suspend(W,t,P)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abort therapy</td>
<td>premature end of therapy, triggered by progress of disease</td>
<td>abort(W,P)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>postpone therapy part</td>
<td>delay of drug application, triggered by low leukocyte count</td>
<td>postpone(A,t,P)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>change therapy or therapy step properties</td>
<td>hospitalization of patient, triggered by danger of critical adverse reaction</td>
<td>change-value(A,p,f,P)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>substitute therapy step</td>
<td>substitution of administered drug, triggered by allergy to drug</td>
<td>replace(A,B,P)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>add therapy step</td>
<td>additional drug administration, triggered by infection</td>
<td>add(A,P)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delete therapy step</td>
<td>cancellation of a supportive therapy, triggered by discontinuation of additional infection</td>
<td>drop(A,P)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
cytostatic application phase, but not during other treatment phases. This illustrates the need to consider intervals of temporal validity for exception handling.

To detect exceptional events we use extended Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rules [15] that represent the conditions described in the treatment protocols (details in [31]; [32] provides a similar approach for event detection). The rules are of the following format:

WHEN exceptional event
WITH condition
THEN treatment adaptation
VALID-TIME time period

The event-condition part (WHEN/WITH) specifies the event and the conditions under which treatment adaptations are required. The action part (THEN) describes the necessary treatment modifications. The possible modifications are listed in Table 2. The optional valid time part (VALID-TIME or VT) specifies a time period during which the modification should be applied. It is denoted either by a fixed time interval or date, or by a conditional time interval whose end is specified by a condition that has to be satisfied (e.g., until the blood value has improved). This extension of ECA rules with temporal information is especially needed to meet medical requirements formulated in the protocols.

The following ECA rule specifies that for a patient with a critical blood value all applications of drug Vincristin should be dropped during the next seven days and a new blood examination has to be scheduled in three days (syntax simplified for better readability):

WHEN new finding for patient P₁
WITH leukocyte_serum count <1000 #/mm³
THEN drop applications of drug Vincristin for P₁ AND add new examination of leukocyte_serum count within three days
VALID-TIME during the next seven days

The modifications of medical treatments specified in the THEN-part of the rules correspond to workflow adaptations such as stopping or aborting a treatment workflow or delaying, adding, or deleting a single workflow activity. The AdaptFlow monitoring module (described in section 5.1 below) translates the medical treatment modifications into so-called control actions. Control actions describe the workflow adaptations on the basis of activities, i.e. single workflow tasks, or whole workflows. Each control action consists of the description of the workflow adaptation and the valid time VT as specified in the ECA rule. All control actions supported by AdaptFlow are listed in Table 2. For instance, the first modification in the THEN-part of the ECA rule shown above is translated into the control action drop (application_of_drug_Vincristin, P₁) @[for next 7 days] (the ‘@’ separates the adaptation description from the valid time part).

5. The AdaptFlow Prototype

In this section we present the AdaptFlow prototype. First the architecture is introduced before workflow adaptation is described in more detail.

5.1 Architecture

AdaptFlow consists of a workflow management system, a monitoring module, an adaptation module, a patient database and a rule base. Figure 3 shows these components and their interaction from the detection of an event to the workflow adaptations.

The main component of AdaptFlow is the workflow management system. Workflow management systems support the execution of clearly structured, frequently repeated processes. They offer a strict separation of application program code from the overall process logic and the integration of automated and manual activities and of data from different sources. Thus, they offer a good infrastructure for the implementation of the diagnostic and therapeutic processes of therapy protocols [13] and are used in the AdaptFlow prototype for the definition and execution of therapy workflows. As it is not suitable to develop a workflow system from scratch (due to personnel and time limitations) the ADEPTϷ workflow management system [22] is used. The workflow model of ADEPTϷ supports the specification of execution durations for activities and temporal distances between activities. Furthermore, ADEPTϷ provides operators for dropping and adding nodes in workflow instances which are called using a Java API (Application Programming Interface). This offers the possibility to perform workflow adaptations automatically, which is not supported by commercial workflow management systems or by the ADEPTϷ workflow system itself (only manual adaptations are supported).

The workflow system consists of a workflow editor for workflow modeling, a workflow engine for workflow execution and several workflow clients as interfaces through which the tasks are presented to users, such
as physicians and nurses. During workflow modeling the therapy processes described in the protocol are translated into a workflow definition, i.e. a technical representation of the therapy. If a particular therapy is to be executed for a patient, the corresponding workflow definition is instantiated by generating a workflow instance\(^b\). The workflow instance is executed by the workflow engine and the tasks are presented in the work list clients. Figure 4 shows a screenshot of an AdaptFlow work list client during the execution of a chemotherapy workflow. The upper part contains a graphical representation of the whole process. The lower part shows the activities to be executed by the user with some additional information, such as the ID of the patient for whom the activity has to be performed (first column), the start time point for the activity and the time left if it may not be started immediately (sixth and seventh column).

The patient database contains patients’ master data and laboratory, clinical, and pathology findings. In our implementation it also contains database triggers to detect whether newly-entered values may constitute a logical failure event. The patient database could also be part of an existing clinical information system or from a consultation system such as OncoWorkstation.

If a critical value is detected in the patient database, i.e. a value outside the permitted range specified in the protocol, then the rule base containing medical knowledge and therapy-specific knowledge derives whether in fact the event constitutes a logical failure and determines the appropriate therapy modifications. The monitoring module translates the therapy modifications into control actions (see section 4). The control actions are transferred to the adaptation module which adapts the affected workflow instances accordingly (see 5.2).

AdaptFlow uses XML (eXtensible Markup Language) documents for the communication between its different components. XML is a widely-used data interchange format for which various communication infrastructures exist (e.g., XML-RPC which was used for the prototype).

Reactive adaptation is used if the valid time VT of a control action is denoted by a conditional time interval (e.g., until the blood value has improved), or if the workflow contains conditional parts such as conditional splits or loops. In this case it is generally not known in advance for how long the condition will hold, and as a consequence the affected activities cannot be predicted. Therefore, the affected workflow instances (i.e., all workflow instances that are currently being executed for the patient denoted in the control action) are monitored as long as the condition holds (e.g., as long as the blood leukocyte count of the patient is less than 1.000 \#/mm\(^3\)). Before an activity is scheduled to be executed, the system checks whether it is affected of the control action. If this is the case then the activity is adapted before it is executed.

5.2 Workflow Adaptation

The workflow adaptation process follows either a predictive or a reactive adaptation strategy. If possible, workflows should be adapted predictively, i.e. as soon as an exception is detected, in order to inform workflow users in time about necessary changes, and in particular to prepare new activities (e.g., drug administrations) or cancel the preparation of deleted activities. Predictive adaptation is possible if the valid time VT of a control action is specified by a fixed (absolute) date or interval. In this case, AdaptFlow can estimate the workflow part \(P_{VT}\) that will presumably be executed during VT and adapt it in advance using the ADEPT\(_{flex}\) API functions (for instance, in the screenshot in Fig. 4 the crossed-out node has been dropped).

\(^b\) In the following, workflow will be used as a synonym for workflow instance if the context is clear.
temporal information that was specified during workflow definition, such as average activity execution durations (e.g., the duration of a drug infusion) or temporal distances between two activities (e.g., to specify a waiting time between two drug applications or examinations). To estimate $P_{VT}$ of an affected workflow instance the execution durations of all paths through the remaining workflow are estimated, starting with the activities that will be executed next (for instance the activities with an attached play-button in Fig. 4). This is done by estimating and adding together the durations of the workflow constructs (i.e., sequences, split/join-blocks or loops) a path consists of. Estimation of a path stops if the valid time interval is “consumed” by that path or if there are irresolvable conditions at OR-SPLIT nodes or loops. $P_{VT}$ then consists of all nodes and edges of the estimated paths which are assumed to be executed during VT. A more detailed description of workflow estimation can be found in [31].

6. Evaluation

For an evaluation of the AdaptFlow prototype we have chosen a three-step approach. First, we modeled the three protocols named in section 1 in AdaptFlow to test the functionality of the system. In a second step we analyzed a set of further protocols to confirm that the hybrid approach of AdaptFlow offers adequate user support for the application of different protocols. In a third step we analyzed real patient data records to get some evidence for the practical usefulness of a system such as AdaptFlow.

6.1 Representation of Protocols

For the representation of the three test protocols we decided to model the different therapy cycles as separate workflows for each protocol. These are started from a coordination workflow that contains the whole therapy process. Figure 5 shows a fragment of the coordination workflow for the MEGA-CHOEP protocol, Figure 4 a fragment of a workflow for the application of the first chemotherapy cycle. The exceptions contained in the protocols were modeled using triggers on the patient database (see 5.1). Those signal the occurrence of events that may constitute an exception. Furthermore, we defined rules representing the therapy-specific knowledge about the appropriate therapy modifications for each exception.

During the protocol representation we encountered some difficulties:
- An appropriate representation of time-dependent conditions is particularly important for medical therapies (e.g., to model the interval between two therapy steps). Thereby complex directives occur such as “apply drug A three times but only if all applications can be performed in this week”. As the temporal model of the workflow system of AdaptFlow does not directly support such specifications we had to use workarounds for those cases which made the workflow representation more complex.
- The validity of exceptions may depend on the execution state of a workflow instance. As this often may not be derived directly from the workflow engine again the therapy process representation has to be extended, e.g., with dummy activities that just indicate a particular position in a workflow instance.

6.2 Analysis of Further Protocols

With the experiences made during the representation of the sample protocols we analyzed further protocols to check whether the AdaptFlow prototype is restricted to the three pre-selected protocols. We concentrated on treatment protocols from the field of oncology as they offer long running, sufficiently structured and complex processes suitable for the representation in workflow systems. Moreover, exceptions are described in the protocols to justify the use of the AdaptFlow system.

We considered the following additional protocols: three protocols for the treatment of non-Hodgkin lymphoma [33-35] and two protocols for the treatment of Hodgkin lymphoma [36, 37]. All these protocols contain chemotherapy cycles preceded, separated or followed by examinations and documentation steps. The steps of the different protocols differ in the following points:
- the type of the examinations respectively the parameters that are raised in an examination,
- the type and dosage of the applied drugs,
- the conditions that have to be fulfilled to continue the therapy,
- additional treatments, e.g. radiotherapy, in some protocols depending on the type of disease.
These differences do not add complexity to the representation of the protocols, and AdaptFlow is able to handle them well. Also, no more complex time constructs have been found that could limit the presentability of a protocol.

The same holds for the exceptions described in the protocols. They differ in the parameters that have to be evaluated for exception detection (the parameters are provided by the examination steps of the therapy) and the thresholds that decide which modification has to be applied. As the rules used in AdaptFlow are therapy-specific, they have to be adjusted for different treatment protocols anyway. Hence, the new protocols require no additional complexity of the rule representation. A further difference between the protocols can be found w.r.t. the therapy modifications. But none of the protocols contains a therapy modification that is not supported by AdaptFlow. Thus, all additional protocols checked can be represented in AdaptFlow without any difficulties.

6.3 Analysis of Patient Data Records

An analysis of real patient data records at the municipal hospital “St. Georg” in Leipzig revealed the usefulness of a system such as AdaptFlow in practical clinical oncology. We looked at patients with the diagnosis lymphoma treated according to different protocols (e.g. RICOVER [38], HD10, HD11, HD12 [37]). The patients have been selected at random.

Exceptions leading to therapy modifications occurred for over 70% of the considered patients during therapy execution. Several documented exceptions were based on medical data such as toxicities, infections, diagnoses, or general ratings. Others were related to organizational or social factors. We verified that AdaptFlow is able to detect all types of exceptions that have been documented in the sample patient records.

On average, during a treatment of a single patient 3.4 exceptions leading to therapy modifications occurred. 94% of these necessary therapy modifications have been described in the therapy protocols and would therefore also have been derived by AdaptFlow.

7. Discussion

We conclude from the evaluation studies presented in section 6 that a significant number of therapy protocols from oncology and of exceptions contained in the protocols can be modeled, detected and handled in AdaptFlow. Thus, the combined approach of adaptive workflow management and decision support offers adequate support for the application of guideline-based treatment protocols although there are some exceptions that may not be handled in AdaptFlow. For instance, the detection of exceptions that have a broad scope of discretion may not be automated in AdaptFlow. The same holds for exceptions that are based on very complex situations that need massive user interaction for evaluation. However, these types of exceptions only make up a small fraction of all exceptions that are described in the treatment protocol. Thus, it does not reduce the advantages of the AdaptFlow system significantly.

Furthermore, due to modifications performed by earlier workflow adaptations an automatic derivation of the modifications for the next exceptions may become impossible as the structure of the workflow instance has changed significantly. So, it does not correspond anymore to the structure assumed by the rules. Nevertheless, the exceptions can still be detected automatically and the user can be informed. Thus, one main part of the AdaptFlow functionality is still available and the system is valuable for the further execution of this particular workflow instance.

Limitations for the workflow representation mainly occurred w.r.t. the limitation of existing workflow systems to model complex time constructs which are typical for therapy protocols. Thus, an enhanced time model would facilitate the workflow representation of the therapy processes.

At the moment, the necessary data for exception detection, e.g., laboratory values or diagnoses, is entered manually in AdaptFlow. As we need several parameters that are not directly available from existing data sources such as clinical information or laboratory systems but have to be derived manually anyway (such as toxicity degrees), this additional effort for the user is acceptable. Furthermore, integrating hospital information systems with external applications is associated with several difficulties and high costs as e.g. described in [39-41]. This integration is not addressed by the AdaptFlow prototype.

8. Conclusions and Further Work

The AdaptFlow prototype described in this paper offers efficient support for the handling of complex trial therapy processes by combining a workflow management system with mechanisms for rule-based dynamic workflow adaptation. AdaptFlow observes the status of the therapies currently being applied, offers automatic detection of exceptional situations and appropriate decision support as well as automatic adaptation of affected therapy processes. Thus, AdaptFlow represents an enhancement of consultation systems to facilitate treatment application for the medical staff and to increase treatment quality by enhancing the protocol conformance of the applied treatments. The AdaptFlow prototype is therefore part of a broader strategy which currently focuses on the introduction of consultation systems to support standard treatment processes. It has been fully implemented and a first evaluation has been performed. A practical use is envisioned as a second step of the overall strategy after consultation systems (such as OncoWorkstation [3]) have been widely adopted.

Future work will investigate certain aspects of workflow modeling for treatment protocols in more detail, especially modeling of temporal information such as activity execution durations. Furthermore, the optimal degree of abstraction for modeling treatment protocols has to be explored. In this context, treatment protocols from other medical domains will also be taken into account.
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